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OVA Studio Unveils Plans for Amazing 
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Hong Kong-based architects OVA Studio designed Hi,.,-lnn, a wild-looking concept hotel made 
from colorful shipping containers. Designed as a submission for the Radical Innovation Awards 

Competition 2014, the bold Jenga-like structure is made of pieces that can be swapped out 
depending on the hotel's needs. Each shipping container is themed in the s�e of a famous 
international brand, from Ferrari to Louis Vuitton, to gi,., hotel guests the opportunity to build a 
closer bond with their favorite trademark name. 
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Justlike the game Jenga, the shipping containers can be inserted or taken out of the stacked and 
staggered tower with ease. A metal grid structure, however, would ensure that unlike Jenga, the 
tower would not topple over. The flexibility and mobility of the design also presents an interesting 
and highly\isual branding opportunity, in which major brands, such as Ferrari, can sponsor the 
design and development of a differentlythemed shipping container hotel room. The Hive-Inn could 
then generate brand buzz by advertising limited edition shipping container rooms that would travel 
from city to city. 

Related: OMA's Jenga-Llke 'Interlace' Luxury Apartments Near Completion In Singapore 

In addition to expanding the market to brand followers, the architects also en\ision other uses for 
the Jenga-like cargotecture concept. Once a shipping container is C)<:led out of the design, the 
container could then be shipped out and used in disaster relief scenarios. Guests could also 
purchase the shipping containers as mobile apartments and offices. 

+OVAStudio 

Via My Modern Met 
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RELATED POSTS 

Beautiful Shipping Container Sunset Observatory Rises in South Korea 
This beautiful sunset observatory rrade from recycled shipping containers was recently 
constructed in the harbor of Songdo New aty in lncheon, South Korea. Designed and 

Jenga-Like Bamboo PixelTable Can be Pushed or Pulled to Create 
Storage Space 
Need rrore she� space? A cupboard? A table? The Jenga-like Axerrable from Studio htussen 
can be transforrrad into a variety of furnishings to suit your needs. The 45 
Stunning Shipping Container City Springs up in Mexico 
This hip, colorfully painted shipping container city recently sprung up just outside of fv1exico aty. 
0-eated by a srrall community of businesses, the project features 

Local Market Made from 22 Salvaged Shipping Containers Opens In 
Brooklyn! 
Any lnhabitat reader knows how rruch we love shipping container architecture, so you can 
irmgine how excited we were when we learned that a rmrket 
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Terry Wirth April 27, 2014 at 12:08 pm 

This is very interesting. However, my interest in particular lies in the design and 
implementation of a standard HVAC/power/sewage/water interface that would 
markedly enhance the portability aspect 

alain c April 25, 2014 at 4:40 am 

I will be the first to stay there! alain 
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